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ABSTRACT

The study of species range limits has lied at the heart of biogeography for more than a
century. In this context, the “centre-periphery hypothesis” (CPH) is a long-standing paradigm
that has an arisen to explain the eco-evolutionary uniqueness and the stability of range
peripheries. It states that genetic variation and demographic performances of a species decrease
from the centre to the periphery of its range in relation to increasing isolation and a decrease
in habitat suitability towards peripheral populations. The CPH has stimulated much empirical
investigation that has brought mixed support for its generality. Indeed, ecology and species
history interact across the geographical range, and modify its predictions.
First, I discuss the birth and development of the CPH, and assess its accuracy in a review of
248 empirical studies. Second, I illustrate some of the points presented earlier through fieldbased examples from the Mediterranean basin.
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